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The soditan doublet emissions of 5890-5896A have been known t o  be 
part of the airglow since 2.929 when Slipher first reporled 
of $I. 58gG a i s s i o n  fr the nigh% sky (Slipher, 1929). I n  1937 
Chernicaev sad Vuks firs$ repor%ed B, twilight enhancement i n  t h i s  wave- 
length (Chemiaev and V U ,  1937). T. Ne Do i n  1956, first c a ~ c ~ ~ a -  
1956). Reaewa of the sodiwm 
airglow litw&xwe are provjlde?ct i 
and Donahue (1965) 
i n  (1961), IIun.l;en (1964), 
Dtming the day free a t m i c  sodium i t t i n g  the yellow doublet w 
shown t o  be narrowly 1 wide region centered a t  92.4 km by 
or sca%tering chazaber detector flown i n  a rocket frcrrs 
Island, Virgini hue and Meier, 1967)* During the twilight the 
sodim double% has been investig of a chopping wheel-wedge 
SUB s l ip s  below the 
horiz~a~ the earth's shadow progressively sweqp Prom belaw the (3m%tLing 
sodium a%aw tkarau I, The sodim reso 
eersured by 8 detector during this time is  proportional t o  the 
a t m s  above %he s By differenti  
l-bitade profile of free atanzic @odium during the twilight 
TM.6 t w i l i g h t  experuent shows the sodi ained, 
narrow layer, but indic t e e  the twiligM 1 r is  eeveral k i  
than the dayglow layer ~ f :  Bsnahue and Maier, Semr 
have been suggested bu% none of them seem satisfactory. TlaEF 1 
sm Ea beyond the scope of: tM@ p 
2 
er  w i l l  present ~1 new nethod for measuring d 
atmospheric sodim eaissions wi th  a ground based device called a 
Zeman photmeter. As this detector currently i s  used, a direct  aeasure- 
ment of the polarization of the sodi 
background is  %&en by p l  cing a polsmid f i l t e r  i n  front of the input 
optics Znto the pho%ometer. Since bo%h the RayXeigh scattered surface 
brightness and the D2 sodim caponent, %he P 
radia%es a t  589& are polarized, and since the plane of polarization, 
which is  perpendicular to the plane including the sun, the detector, and 
the observed sky, changes throughout the day s the position of the sun 
i n  the sky changers, the polariza$ion aP the signals to be measured 
changes throughout the day, A gre3VIow method of using the Zeanan 
photcmeter t o  deduce atmospheric sodim emiasioras wh&cb d3.d not include 
a disecL mem ion w i l l  be diacwBed here; and a 
caparison w i l l  be made w f t h  the new method. 
doublet and Raylei& scattered 
2 - 2S transit ion which 
3/2 k 
%e solar WaUof$er  lircaes contain an absorption profile such 
that the full width 
mK i n  both the Dl and D2 lines, where a mK is  a ailli-Kiayser or LOa3 
h@lf de-gth of the absorption well is about 1400 
-1 an e 
the intensity which the solar 
Framhofes line$. The emissions fsm fkee a t ~ ~ ~ i c  sod um. i n  the 
atmosphere w i l l  be an e ~ ~ ~ c ~ e ~ ~  t o  the underlying Fraunhofer cantinutm 
a t  the cen'ber of the absorption feature, and w i l l  have e biaodal shape 
2 due t o  the large hfs sp l i t t ing  of the 
t o  the sp l i t t i ng  of the energy levels of the 2P 
emission is  the Doppler broadened profile of 4 W s  tramitions,  w i t h  a 
Tfae int;ensit;y a t  the bot%ga of the Frwnhofer l ines  i s  about 5$ 
would be i n  the 
S energy levels wi%h respect f 
m e  D~ 
3/2 Or '%' f 
3 
Doppler width AvD = 23 mK fo r  T = 200°K, the taperatwe of the 
atmospheric free sodiun. 
t r a m  i t ions 
Tkae De emission i s  the s m  of 6 M s  
The %eaan  pbtane ter  u t i l i zes  a sodiun vapor scatteriqg chamber 
between the poles of a magnet. The sodim vapor absorption cross-section 
strongly overlaps the emission prof i le  of the atmospheric sodium for  zero 
l ied  across the chamber. The tmgerature & the vapor is  main- 
taiaac;d near 438°K so t ha t  the Doppler width of the vapor i n  the ceU i s  
about ,@! larger than the Doppler width of the atmospheric sodim 
emissions. When a magnetia f i e ld  is  appllted t o  the chmuber, Paschen- 
Back effect  s p l i t t i n g  w i l l  a l t a r  the energy levels of the sodium atom so 
khat the strong overlap of the scattering chamber zero f i e l d  absorption 
cross-secCions and the atmospheric mission cross-sections w i l l  be 
destroyed. At 5000 &ws, the strongest f i e l d  wed fo r  this study, the 
D1 l ine  w i l l  absorb loe4 the signal it would absorlj a t  zero field,  w h i l e  
the D l ine  w i l l  have 213 the cross-sec.&ion overlap which exis ts  fo r  the 
zero f ie ld ,  By cmpari the zero f i e ld  and 5OOO Gauss Bignals measured 
2 
by the Zeemm photometer, the surface brightness of the sodim emissions 
and Rayleigh scattered background can be determined, 
When gnetic f i e ld  i s  applied acrois the vapor i n  the 
scattering chamber and a polarized betma enters the chamber, the trlsmsi- 
t ion probabilities fo r  absorp%ion are not given by the Einstein coeifid 
cients alone, bu-b include PI, dependence on the angle between the axis 
of polarization and the axis of the applied field,  Instead of calculating 
expl ic i t ly  the transit ion probabilities fo r  a l l  angles, the method 
presented here assumes tha t  a l l  l igh t  tr i t ted into the scattering 
4 
chamber through the polaroid will be golarized either parallel or 
perpendicular to the axis of the polatroid. 
dependence of the transition probabilities is (308~8 or sin2@ for p or s 
transitions, that is with dm = 0 and h = &lbet;wee:n the initial and 
final hfs level, the polaroid is oriented at 45" with respect to the 
axis of-the field. In this manner ax1 changes in the degree of golrarizan- 
Won and %he planet of polarization will mean Q chmge in the signal 
attenuation in the polaroid but no change in the transition probabilitles. 
In  that the angular 
For the calculations included in this study, a high speed 
digital campu%er (the University of' Pittsburgh's IEM 7090) was wed 
extensively 
The Zeeman photometer used i n  t h i s  study t o  measure reeonately 
scattered atmospheric sodiun missions basically i s  composed of' an 
optical  system, a scattering chamber embedded between the pole pieces 
of a malgnet, and the supporting electronics. 
the electroklics w i l l  be discussed l a t e r  i n  this section. 
The scattering chamber and 
Tkbe relation between the ogtical a m  signal inpu% t o  the 
scattering chamber and the optical a m  sigml output from %he chamber 
t o  the photamultiplier tube is  shown i n  Figwe I. Al-khough Figure I i s  
not a scaled diagram, the input and output a m s  are given t o  scale as 
Figures I1 and 111 respectively, 
Each optical a m  includes two lenses. I n  the optical  input a m  
lens B is  plaeed eat the focal point of lens A, and a solenoid actuated 
shutter can close onto lens B, clorsing the scattering system t o  light. 
A l l  l igh t  entering the scattering ehremiber aust pass through lens A first, 
and then lens B, 
l ight scat tes  off the w a l l s  of the cylinder supporting the input optics, 
Light baffles between the lenses are wed t o  reduoe 
When the experiment is operated w i t h  a Polaroid f i l t e r ,  the fil%cr is  
placed i n  front of lens A, 
I n  the optical  output a m  Prom the acatlering chambe& the R4 
0 
tube, an interference f i l t e r  w i t h  a 2QA band pass at 50s Beak transmission 
and centerbd a t  $9$ is  situated between the two lenses. A glass blank 
adjacent t o  the scattering chmber on the output am is  used t o  guard 
against excessive heat diffusion onto the first lens and the interferewe 
f i l t e r .  All the components of t output optics except the glass blank, 
5 
6 
and including the photmultiplier tube viewing the scattering chamber, 
are mounted by means of a long aluuinw cylinder, without any baffles. 
Mounted on the long cylinder containing the output optics is  an 
additional photmultfplfer tube with a broad band transmission f i l t e r ,  
with a full band pass a t  half intensity of lOOA, 
f i l ter ,  this  Rvl tube monitors the w h i t e  l igh t  or  background intensity. 
The scattering c e l l  i s  a transparent plast ic  i n  the shape of a 
0 
With a broad band 
Wood's Horn, The front section of the c e l l  is i n  a rectangular s 
and is  called the head o r  head section, The rear or  t a i l  section 3Ls 
shaped as a horn so that  a l l  reflections off the walls of the t a i l  are 
trapped i n  the t a i l .  The scattering chamber, which is injected w i t h  
f ree  atanic sodim and sealed, can be seen i n  F i w e  I, 
exception of the foremost portion of the head, the ent i re  scattering 
With the 
cbnber  is coated wiLh a black paint t o  ingrove the s t m y  light 
scattering characteristic@, 
The head md taia sections of the celZ are wrapped independently 
w i t h  heating wire. The heating wire in the head section of the c e l l  
maintafns the walls of the chmber a t  438°K throughout the ent i re  opera- 
t ion of the Zeerman photameter, The heating co i l  is controlled by a 
themis te r  temperature sens iw device capable of maintahing the tempera- 
ture! w3tUn a degree of the required value. !!he Bail heating 
controlled by a themister temperature sensing device is  alternately on 
an4 off i n  periods of about 15  minutes each, 
when the scattering chmnber is f i l l e d  with mpos 
sodiun vapor i s  condensed i n  the t a i l  section, 
being heated, the temperature i n  the t a i l  is  maintained l5 'K below the 
blternately periods 
periods when the 
When the t a i l  section is 
head section t o  avoid condewation of the sodim r on the front 
windows, 
scattering characteristics of the chamber, 
not being beated, a fan mowa%red outside the alwninm housing containing 
the scattering chamber blows ir onto the t a i l  section, while the heating 
is maintained i n  the head section, t o  quicken the condensation of the 
Sodlun vapor condensed on the front window would destroy the 
When the taA1 section is 
vapor i n  the t a i l  section. 
are reguLarlymoai%ored without any axgor i n  the 
scattering chmber inevitably passes a stray or p 
which changes throughout the day. 
efftltctiwly treated as 
guished frm the signal measwed when the sbutker is closed. 
The sca t te r i  properties 0% the vapor c e l l  
er becaws the 
t i c  l igh t  signa1 
This parasit ic signal, o r  Ip, is then 
i ~ t ~ e ~ t ~ l  background and mwt be distin- 
When the shutter is closed, the chmber is l igh t  tight, and there 
can be no scattering out of the c 
shutter is closed m w t  be a residual si 1 i n  *he electronics of the 
deteetiaag system, 
c a l l  the dark current. 
above the dark current when the shutter is open, but the chmber is  
without scodiua vagorr 
er, Any signal measured when tb 
When tbe shutter is eloaed, we get a s i  
The pasasit$c light signal. is a eahancement 
The scattering ch e2 photmul%iglier tube we& i n  this experi- 
voltage of -1250 V, 
The laonitor I34 
ment is an RCA C70038D aide window tube qp ra t ed  a t  
which is  supplied by a Fluke High Voltage Power Supply. 
tube is &in RCA tube operated a t  -850 V supplied by the sme power supply, 
This power supply has two pa llel ota%puts, %hat the monilor voltage 
ivjiding ;network. me 
KeitUey EZectrcJmetem which in 
turn drive a two c nt  s t r ip  chart recorder. The 
8 
temperatures of the head and t a i l  sections of the scattering chmber are 
monitored by Dohnmann temperature controls and two variacs supply the 
voltage t o  the heating coils. 
Alpha Parer Supply. 
!t%e power supply for the magnet is  ern 
We temporal relationships between the heating and 
cooliags cycles of the t a i l ,  the various mgnetic f ie ld  settings used i n  
tihis study, and the operation of' the shutter are ma2 
driven seriecs of cams and microswiit;ches, 
d by a motor 
A c a p l e t e  Cycle of' the c8m 
drive includes two complete 30 minute cycles of the scattering chmber. 
A complete 30 minute cycle of the scattering chamber w i l l  begin 
and end w i t h  the shutter closed and without any 
When the shutter is opened, the wire i n  the t a i l  section w i l l  begin t o  
r i n  the chmber. 
heat; it takes several minutes before any sodiun is vaporized, 
any sodium is vaporized, the parasit ic l i gh t  scattering properties of 
Before 
.., 
the ce l l  are monLtosed and the  s i  
ra te  is identified a8 1: 
the c e l l  is  referred t o  8s a cold cell ,  
1 above the dark current counting 
When a l l  the vapor is condensed i n  the  tail,  
P O  
About 13 minutes after the heating coils are turned on i n  the 
t a i l ,  an eguilibriua i s  reached i n  the chmber between the evaporation 
and condensation of the sodium i n  the cel l ,  The cel l  is then referred 
t o  as a hot ce l l ,  A l l  sbgrml~~i measured duriw the hot c e l l  configu3t.a- 
t ion are measured as enbancements above the parabsitic l ight  si 
the sodiun is  vaporized, magnetic f ie lds  of 1000, 3000, and 5000 Gauss 
arb applied acrass %he hot ce l lo  
1000, 3000, and 5000 G f i e ld  settings give respectively I, 119 13, and 
Typical responses for  EL cycle would include er, dark current of 
The rnpli%u.de recorded for the zeFo, 
=5' 
9 
5 w loplo ampsEs, Eo about %he magnitude of I several LO*' amps, ~p 
about three times as large as Io. 
and I P' 
The ordering of cycling is given in Figure IV, which indicates 
tha t  each of the three non-zero f i e l d  settings ia wed twice i n  a 
canplete cycle. 
shutter is closed fo r  another dark 6 
En the middle of the b t  call portion of the cycle, the 
reading.' Ik3cause of the 
symmetx$ present i n  the cycling, data can be tczken nearly simiLtaneoualy 
w i t h  land without s polsroid by ltemtirag the polaroid on and off with 
each successive closing of the shutter, 
The ghototubes a m  placed about four fee t  away f'rm the scattering 
chamber and magnet on the l ight output supporting cylinder so 
magnetic f i e ld  generated a t  the chamber w i l l  not a l t e r  the amplification 
characteristics of tbe photanuld;iplier. 
optics are pointed t o  the north pole, along the earth's axis, a t  an 
m e  monitor and l i gh t  input 
The measurements %&en for t h i s  paper were taken r a t  the 
University of Pittsburgh's Mrglow Ob e m t o r y  i n  Lynn Run State Park 
(-79.185' long, be1850 lat) on 21 ~ ~ l y  1968, 27 sanqary 1969, and 
26 July 1969. 
% The sodim doublet is cemposed of transmissions t o  the 3s2S 
ground s ta te  o-f f ree  a t m i c  sodim frm the 3p2P 
for the D1 and D2 issions respectively. The m e r f i n e  structure 
sgl i t t ing of the ground state, an interaction between the magnetic 
f ie ld  generated a t  the nuclew by the elctron cloud and the nucleawr 
spin T = 3/2> is large with respect t o  the bfs sp l i t t ing  of the 
3p2p3/2 states 
45 
2p%. 
4 
e Using the t o t a l  atan-bc angul , F, where F = J + I 
and 2p3,2 
and J is the t o t a l  angular moanentun of the electron cloud, the hfs 
sp l i t t ing  for  .the 2S results i n  energy levels -36.9341 mK fo r  F r; 1 an8 
+22.160 mK for F = 2 relative t o  tihe centroid, where this enerQy unit, 
f 
the milli-KayseJc, is LOa3 
has two hfs caraponents a t  
(Jackson and Kuhn ,  1938), 2 and P sp l i t s  into 
3/2 
1949). !I%e 2P state 
+2.4mK for F t 2 
f 
fcmr coanpoaaents a t  
P 2) ,  and +1.49 mK 
(F = 30) (SagPnlyn, 1954) measured seZ&%Aw to their  respective centroids, 
The Zeeman diagram for  f r e  sodim is  the following: 
F 
3 
2 
1 
0 
2 
I 
4 I f  &I ( r J 6 J  )u-,)u GJ@.rcFs 
P-4 p u \ g  . * +ISPI? +hG- 
00 88d4&tr;i 
The centroids are a% 16956 a"' for the D1 and 16973 a"' 
for the D2 canponeats, Designating transitions w i t h  the less 
10 
11 
2 energetic F = 2 level of the S as Dla and DZa respectively fo r  the D1 f 
2 
%' and D2 lines, and likewise Dlb and D2b for the F = 1 level of the S 
the relative t ransi t ion probabilities a t  the centroid of these components 
are t o  be adjusted t o  give the experimentally obt ined values for  the 
absorption coefficients a t  of 
-12 ,2 a ( D  ) = 8,gk -% 10 o 2a 
The shape of the absorption cross-sections for  the D and D2 
lines can be obtained by s w i n g  the four or s ix  Doppler temperature 
broadened hfs components shown i n  the Zeeman diagram, 
bv re lates  Boltanan's constant, the temperature, and mass of the 
absorbing a t m  by AvD = (2kT/na) , and has the value Av = 23 nK for 
sodjtlan a t  W " K .  
Doppler width of 23 mK9 calculated from eeX where x = Avd23 mK is  
the displacement frcm the centroid. 
1 
The Doppler width 
D 
5 
D 
Figure V gives the shape of the Doppler profibe for  a 
2 
The following radiative transfer calculations am handled in 
much the sane manner as i n  Donahue and Meier (1967). 
of emission of photons per Wt volume, called the source function, i s  
S ( z )  a t  an al t i tude z,  and the apparent surface brightness observed at a 
direction is given by 
The sodium ra te  
where the integration is  from 2; t o  the upper boundary of the medium, 
12 
We are assuming here that  the sodium emission ra te  is produced by 
scattering frm a begun of solar photons incident on the topside of the 
layer from outside the layer. For a density of scatters, p(z), we 
introduce the optical  depth, a distance scale called I, defined as 
which can be evaluated between any level z and infinity.  
depth is the absorption cross-section evaluated a t  the centroid 
multiplied by the coluaan abundance, 
depth i s  small, which. means we exgect an insignificant amount of multiple 
scattering. We w i l l  also treat the radiative transfer calculations as 
i f  the scattering is incoherent, i , e ,  a photon absorbed, e i ther  i n  the 
core o r  the wings 09 the absorption cross-section, can be reemitted 
anywhere i n  the emission cross-section independent of the frequency of 
absorptiion, and tha t  the scattering is  isotropic, That the re-emission 
w i l l  be incoherent and isotropic i n  the observers reference frame i s  
referred t o  as cmple%e fpequency redistribution, 
of the accuracy of camplete frequency redistribution (CFR) i s  given I n  
a thesis by George Doschek, (@a), i n  which it i s  shown that  CFR i s  an 
accurate approximation for  p rob la s  dealing with mal1 optical depths, 
solar photons an’* sec‘l i n  a 
The optical 
For ahnospheric soditan the optical 
A canplete discussion 
For an i n i t i a l  intensity (TTFW) 
0 
unit frequency incident on the top of the layer a t  an angle whose cosine 
i s  H ~ ,  the i n i t i a l  source function S, the i n i t i a l  ra te  of excitation, 
w i l l  be given by 
for x = (v  - v )&,, whem v is  tbe centroid of the 
section. 
0 D 
Introducing the Holstein radiative transfer T function 
(Holstein, 1947) 
w e  get for the source function 
T(7) is the probability tht a photon emitted i n  the rnediun will travel a 
depth 7 without being absorbed, 
shown i n  Figure VIII. 
T(T) is catalogued i n  Table I, and 
We see then that 
is the probability that a resonance photon anit.bed is  $omwhere i n  the 
layer and crosses a plane AT away, measured vertically. 
c for T less than 2,000. 
and absorbed 7 away i n  a layer of width dT will be 
Figure IX gives 
The probability that er photon is emitted a0 I’ 
14 
H( T', I) is readily evaluated to give 
For small optical thicknesses, the functions, T, c, and H &re most 
easily generated in.  the following manner, 
If we define 
and 
then 
and 5.1.12 
with $( 2) o *y + 1, where y = .5772, Euler 'a constant, we get 
The requirment of radiative e q u i l i b r i a  gives us an integral  
equation fo r  the source function 
S ( 7 )  = So('f) .t S(l')H(7,7')d~' (29) 
The surface brightness of apparent emission rate  w i l l  be given by 
If we call the probability tha t  a photon is emitted a t  level 7 
and escape the medivn E(I), then 
which can also be expressed as unity less the probability a photon i s  
emitted a t  7 and absorbed elsewhere i n  the layer, visibly 
integrated over the ent i re  layer, 
Mutiplying Eq, (32) by S(T) gives 
which, when cmbined with E&. (29) leads t o  
The integral  w i l l  
rapidly near small E(T).  
E(T)  will always be large and the contribution of' 
small. 
over S near 7 = 'r0/2. This, w i t h  the additional knowledge that T changes 
slowly through the interval of interest ,  makes So/E a very good approxl- 
mation t o  S for  the intensity integral  (30), 
With m a l l  optical thickness, less  than one, 
wlll be 
s( T')-S(T) 
Eb-1  
Also it w a s  shown i n  Donahue and Meier, (1967), tbat So/E crosses 
We m u s t  also consider the contribution t o  the source function of 
the incident radiation which is scattered back in to  the layer, the 
scattering albedo, 
x. 
The geometry for  the albedo problem is given i n  Figure 
The flux of photons in to  bA a t  frequency x w i l l  be 
fo r  the incident radiation a f t e r  passage through the mediun s t r iking 
the element dA of a spherical surface at W%%h FeGQ@G%% %be 
s W a c e  nomal. 
d i f f i i n g  surface, for an albedo k,x/m coscp d.0 w i l l  be reflected into a 
solid angle dCl a t  a dis tawe s away. 
rp,(x) is the l i ne  shape. If we assme a Lambert's Law 
2 
The contribution tiothe source 
18 
functionmay then be obtained frm the product of the excitation 
probability times the photon f l o w  back into the layer as a resul t  of the 
scattering albedo fram the earth's surface. 
gives the excitation rate  a t  frequency x i n  dV a distance s fraq the 
LaPabert's Law surfa absorption coefficient k( x) . 
\ 
The contribution t o  the primary source W e t i o n  w i l l  be the 
integration over the frequency and a l l  surface elesments, so 
x coseplcos(p2s inl\dQ/s 2 
If we measure th i s  contribution i n  units of ( T ~ F ~ ) ~  JG A 5  we have 
(37) 
During daytime conditions 8, = 0 = eOp and we can represent R i n  the 
following manner 
where 
'i?n sine 
3b3 r2 
A =  2 [ ( 2  + b2)(1 - b2)' - (2 + b3)] 
with b CD cose = ro/r. A is  explicit ly evalwted i n  Appendix A. 
This then adds t o  the souTce function giving the initial source 
function the form 
We get H' the same way as X, namely 
be 1, H'(T,T') = - -
dT 
(43) 
By the additive property of R and T, we see that 
eO(T,T') = e ( T , T O )  + h ( s o  - T + 4 - T') ' (44) 0 
We now have S(T) f o r  values of X and p, the observation angle. 
We can then canpute the surface brighkness 
One plot of 4nf vs T with X as a parameter, i s  given i n  Figure X I .  
The effect of sane of the parmeters canbe seenby canparing 
Figures X-XIZ, I n  Figure X for a solar zenith angle of 24' the relative 
enhancement of the intensity as viewed a t  the bottan of the layer, for 
any given albedo, ompared with the case of no albedo, is independent of 
the Optim3L depth, Figure X I  shows the same situation as a function of 
solar zenith angle, and Figure XII converts solar zenith angle t o  local 
time, Figure XIII is  for the equatnoxes a t  LawelMountain* 
Sane other important features of these curves are the l inear  
relationship for  small I of 4nI on 7, and the f la t  shape of Figwe XX 
fo r  small arolar zentth angles. 
chsnge-in intensity aFound local won for  a fixed sodim nunber density. 
When the l inear i ty  of I( c )  is  considered, we can 
i n  time of I around local noon because then I ( t )  and I ( t ) ,  where t is 
the time new local won, w i l l  have essentially the same shape. Also, 
since the rate  of change of the solar zenith angle i s  smaller 
local. noon i n  the sumer than i n  the wgnter, 
Figure XI1 then predicts only a s l igh t  
is a good approxination 
than i n  the winter, 
formore laours about local noon i n  the sunmer 
The paremeter leas t  certain i n  this calculation is the albedo 
A; however, a paper. is soon t o  be published giving a complete mapping 
of the albedo a t  several wavelengths, including 589% (private 
can~nunication, W. Fowler and E. Reed, 1.969)~ This paper w i l l  be based 
on an optical experiment on the Polar Orbiting Geopbysical Observatory 
IV where the optiual. axis is i n  the Nadir (pointing toward the earth). 
0 
2 
For a continuun solar flux 09 IT x 205 photons/coaei sec per sec'l 
near the D l ines (Allen, 1955) with a residual percentage of flux a t  the 
center o$ the D l ines  of 5.0$ and 4.4% for  D1 and D, (McNutt and Mack, 
1962), we get input fluxes of 
40 x 10 9 photons m-2sec-1 Dl 
9 
D2 * 35 x 10 photons cm'2sec-1 
For a scattering albedo 1 = 0.15, and r = .23 i n  the D channel, 
2 
we have- 
7.6 % 
(@I ~TTI = x 10 9 photons cm-2sec-1 
i n  the sodiun channels fo r  the surface brightness froon the sodim 
resonance scattering. 
To get ameaszrre of the surface brightness for  the Rayleigh 
scattered background li$ht, we wish t o  calcula-be the brightness of a point, 
B. 
The brightness can be resolved into two components, the primary 
scattered l ight,  Bp, and the multiply scattered light, $1 (Tousey and 
Bulburt, 1947). 
B c B p + %  (49) 
Tbese are  evaluated as the following 
$=--I 3 r  em(-  1+6 
1-6 4l-r 0 3 A -  
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where the parameters are the following, 
the illunination of the sun Io i = 13,600 foot- 
candles 
the polarization defect of a i r  8 s 0,04 
the angle between the vector t o  the sun and 
the vector t o  the place of observation 
p = cos-'-(cosgcos~ + sincsinscosz) 
where z is the bearing of the sun w i t h  
respect to the point of observation, 6 the 
sun's zenith angle, and 5 the zenith angle of 
the part  of the sky under observation 
x 
d = 0.023 the absorption coefficient of ozone 
= 8,OO km is the thickness of the a.t;mor;phere 
above the viewing i n s t m e n t  
B = 0,0126/km attenuation coefficient of a i r  
t is  the t o t a l  thickness of the atmosphere 
Extra parameters are present here so that  t h i s  
calculation can be made fo r  the situsi$ion when 
the viewing instrument I s  not on the earth's 
surface ., 
The mul-biple scattered camponent is given as 
and 
T o J  cos6 
a =  ((1 + gt)(c-cx) - EP~(C-CT+T)} 
1 -I- gt  
cosc I 
b =  IO { (1 c gt)  ( C-CX+X) - (gxcl-r) ( C-CT+T) 1 
1 -I- gt 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
g = (l-r)(l-T)B 
c e: q f (l- ' ll)cos~ 
x = exp(-Sx secg) 
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where 
a1 = a(x=x ) 1 
bl = b(xexl) 
bo 3: b(x=o) 
r = 1.5 the earth s ref lect ivi ty  
11 e; 4 which means that f of the 
radiation streanns downward i n  
a layer . 
It l e  worth noting here that as the g e d t h  w e  
of the sun becomes greater than 9O", t h i s  analysis for  the Rayleigh 
scattered background fa i l s .  The canponeat then goea negative and the 
Bm contribution predicted by th i s  theory cannot be understood. 
also important t o  realize that  a singularity exists i n  B where 
It i s  
P 
where again is the zenith angle of observation and C is the zeniCh 
angle of the aun. 
an indeterminate point, is  very sensitive t o  ( c  -5) and w i l l  give 
problems only where $his difference is  smaller than 1Q-3 rad. 
surface brightness is a smoothly varying function and we can l e t  
c, = gp c e where c N .lo or  1.7 x rad, the wrface brightness 
would not be expected t o  change appreci Iy over this i n t e m l ,  buL 
the solution would no longer be indeterminate. 
The computer solution t o  this singularity, proper3.y 
Yet the 
Figures XIII, XXV, and XV give the surface brightness of the 
Rayleigh scattered background for Laurel Mountain fo r  a subsolar local 
a4 
noon latitude of 23.5", 8.9O, and -5.2' respectively, where North 
latitudes are positive. 
relatively constant surf'ace brightness around local won, although both 
the intensities and the shapes for times greater than 3 hours Prcm local, 
noon aiffer, 
Notice that all these figures predict a 
IV. POWIZATION 
The treatment of the polarization of the Na emigsion is  sanewhat 
canplicated, The Zeeman f ine  structure components are given below t o  
help us i n  t h i s  calculation. 
WI 
Fran the equal mixing of the upqer and lower s ta tes  i n  the 9 
l i ne  it is apparent that th i s  l ine  w i l l  be unpolarized, and w i l l  no% be 
affected by a magnetic field. 
exprWentally verified (Pringaheim and G a ~ o l a ,  1924). 
the Dg l i ne  is samewhat more camplicated, and we wish t o  get an analytic 
expression for the polarization as a function of the scattering angle. 
mat th is  line is unpolarized has bean 
The mixing of 
F G ~  scattering _b to the beam 
where 1 and I I refer to. the orientation of the electric field of the light 
with respect to the plane of scattering. 
If the incident light has a flu o f  and is continuous in 1 
wavelength. 
1 
G(2S) is the statistical weight of the ground state, 
The tota? transition probability is not a function of M #  or F'. b is ll 
corrected to account for the a canponent radiating with half the 
a7 
efficiency which the '17 capanent radiates, when the transition probabili- 
ties are used. 
If we define the auxiliary quantities 
If the aitted light is to be ungolarized when we observe the 
radiation, perpendicular to the fiela, 
F'M' F'M' 
= % Z , A  a M e  
F'M' F'M' =, (4, + A 0  ) = ( S " + l ) A  e 
M 
We can then rewrite the followin6 
The degree of polarization for light with incident polarization 1 
to the plane of scattering, scattered through an angle n/2, is given by 
28 
If we consider also the case for. the e lectr ic  f i e ld  of the incident 
lighe along the y axis, then 
If 3 = 3,  ,, the incident l igh t  is ungolarised, 
Now looking at scattering i n  an arbitrary direction, 
29 
we get 
(Chandrasekar, 1950) (671 
for an incident flux of 1?3 . This gives the generalization of Po(n/g) 
for any angle t o  
C, P(F'))sin28 
F 
P*(Q) = 
C,[cu(F') - B(F'))sin20] 
F 
For I = 312, Heydenburg, Larrick, and Elleth, (1932) have 
calculated 
Putting this Anto Eq. (a), w e  get the expression 
* 093 
givtng the polarization of D2 for scattering through an arbitrary angle 8, 
which is  the angle between %he vector fram %he observing point t o  %t: 
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point of observation and the vector from the sun t o  the point of 
observation. Figure xvII.gives the geometry for th i s  scattering problan, 
The dashed l ines  i s  the inclination of the viewing instmment, 
i n  Figure XVI are coplanar and define the plane of scattering, 
law of sines, for t h i s  planar triangle, we see Q 4 a!'. 
following equation 
From the 
We get cy from the 
Q = cos -1 ( cos0,cosQNa I + sinQisinO&cosAqu) 
where $?'is til@ azimuth, os %he angle of the sun, and eNa the angle of ob- 
wwv@$lon, rand the primes t e l l  w t o  measure these angles a t  the p o b t  of 
observation, 
t o  the following 
But cp = 0, for viewing t o  the north, which reduces Eq. (70) 
a = cos -1 (cos(e1)cos 45" .+ sin(e1)sin 45" COSZ) 
or 
where the angles e l  and Z are the elevation and bearing of the sun from 
the point of observation, 
angles, 
Appendix B gives two ways t o  calculate these 
It is t h i s  angle i n  Eq, (71) which we must evaluate and Use 
i n  the ?xpression for  the polarization of the Dz l ine.  
Figure XVI also allows us t o  evaluate the angle of observation as 
measured a t  the bottan of the sodium layer. 
s in  1% sineobs 
&* Ik-Na I 0009(3) 
6.36 6 l%al C 6,45 x lo3 
so that  Gobs = 45" is a good approximation, 
The polarization of the Rayleigh scattered background i s  easily 
hwdled. 
light and the multiple scattered ligh-b, Bp and %. 
Tbe background wa6 calculated in terns of the prfmary scattered 
If w e  define the 
Quantity Y, 
where D = 6 .t (1-8) cos 2 a 
- "1' B l l  then we get B 
where the 1 and 1 1  refer to the orientation of the electric vecttors with 
respect to  the plane of polarization. cy is  given by EQ. (71), 
V. TREAZMENT OF THE SCATTElCCNG CELL 
Before we can handle data we must understand what happens t o  
radiation entering the vapor ce l l .  
ccmponents w i l l  be rescattered into the phototube with the same 
efficigncy, even though we know w e  have an optically thick vapor where 
multiple scatterings w i l l  occur, and that  components are not allowed 
t o  scat ter  i n  the direction of the magnetic f ie ld ,  
that  tends t o  support th$s approximation. 
into the EM tube w i t h  equal efficiency does not mean tha t  the ra t io  of n 
and u canponents entering the PM tube be the same as the ra t io  of these 
components entering the scattering chmber. 
structure diagrams we see tha t  no upper s ta te  can decay to  the ground 
s ta te  by only a n transit ion,  
can emit a u photon i n  decaying to  the spin complemented ground level. 
This means then that  i n  the multiple scattering process, t he  scattering 
of Q components is  preferred. 
w i l l  record more counts for  every kilorayleigh* of a photons entering the 
vapor c e l l  %ban for  TT photons caning into the ce l l ,  
It is assuned that  the Q and n 
There i s  evidence 
That both components scat ter  
Frcon the Zeemap Tine 
All states  which can e m i t  a 71 photon also 
!This w i l l  not mean necessarily that we 
If th i s  reasoning is i n  error, then for  thicker vapor, viz. more 
multiple scattering, this  approximation gets worse. Gadsden e t  al, 
(1966) have shown data where the error between calculated and observe4 
intensi t ies  a t  4000 G measured as a function of zero G intensit ies drops 
by only about a factor of 2 when the sodium vapor pressure drops by a 
9 2 *A kilorayleigh is  an apparent column emission rate  of 3.0 photons/cm 
sec. 
32 
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f w t o r  of 10, 
evidence indicates this assaption does not introduce significant errors. 
Xn addition t o  the above argment this experimental 
The monitor and the sodim l ight  inputs are equipged with polar- 
old transmission f i l t e r s  us 
respect t o  the direction of the f ie ld ,  
that a l l  photons transmitted %hrough the f i l ter  have fhe i r  e lectr ic  
vectors aligned a t  45" with respec% t o  the f ie ld .  
transit ion probabilities have 
IQ axignea w i t h  their axis a t  45" w i t h  
With these golaroids we consider 
Since the p and s 
2 angalerr dependence of cos*@ and s i n  8, 
we expect that the totrsl absorption profiles sinply w i l l  be givenby the 
relative absorption profiles of the ;p and s cmponents. Thus, by putting 
polaroAds over the light inputs i n  t h i s  analysis, we reduce the deRendance 
of the changing plane of polarization t o  just the relative transmissions 
thzlotySh the polaroid, 
For the at3laospheric sodim anissions we ham the same situation. 
The relative D trmsmissions will be unchanged, because they are 
unpolarized, 
polarization, which depends on the scattering angle "ealone", it being w 
1 
fche Dz r e l a t fm transmissions w i l l  depend on the degree of 
funckion of the time of day and the date. The treataent of the absorp- 
t i o n  w i l l  be invariant w i t h  respect t o  the relative intensit ies trans- 
mit ted through the polaroid. 
Table 11, 911, and IV give the relative transmission $or 
R a y l e i g h  scattered brlghtness for 3 dates throughout the year, These 
tables also give the az imth  and elevation of the sun, the scattering 
angle, the brightaess of the Rayleigh sca$tered l ight ,  and the relative 
brightness of the primary scattered cmponen%. 
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The absorption cross-sections for the sodim vapor are obtained 
1 by integrating over the four hyperfine structure camponents for the D 
l i ne  and the s ix  hyperfine canponents fo r  the D2 line, Doppler broadened 
by a temperature of T = 438OK. Once again the l ine  shape is  given by 
exp(-x2) where x = (v=wo)/AvD with AvD = 23 rn$(T&?OO K) and (u-v,) 1s 
the displacement fran the centroid inmilZiK a. These ’ field 
absorption coefficien0s for  the absorption in the ce l l  are the same as 
the atznospheric sodim emissions except that  these are for  a higher 
temperature. 
I ,  * 
These profiles are given i n  Figures XVIT and XtlZII. 
For the absorption cross-sections as a function of the f i e l d  
strength, we use the Back-Ooudsxnit calculations. Jackson and Kuhn (1938) 
showed that a cunplete Baok-Goudsmit pattern is  obtained for the sodiua 
vapor with a f i e ld  of 2000 G. 
For an applied f i e l d  Hop the condition tha t  strong field Back- 
Goudsmit interaction correctly predicts the absorgtion cross-section i s  
given by 
where H(0) is the f i e ld  induced a t  the nucleus by the orbi”ung electrons 
of the atom, evaluated i n  sane appropriate tine averaged method. 
s t r o w  f ie ld  case w i l l  effectively decouple the nuclear mment and the 
extranuclear moment. 
Back pattern can be realized without a canplete decoupling of these 
aments. The canplete decoupling will result, incidentally, i n  a 
symmetric pattern about the centroid, 
without a ccnrplete spin-spin decoupling for  an intermediate f i e l d  w i l l  not 
generally result i n  a symaetric pattern, 
The 
It i s  important t o  realize that  a complete Paschen- 
A cornplete Paschen-Back pattern, 
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For sodiun, 
'm 2Sl/2 = 1,3  x 10 5 G (Kopfermann, 1958) 
so that  
Based on this we choose t o  use strong f i e ld  calculations for 
but w i l l  use the intermediate f i e ld  calclnlatLons for  the 
1/2' 
'P ana ZP 
312 
For strong f i e ld  calculatians 
where p 5 0,927 x lo"*' ergs/gauss, is the Bohr magneton and B 
4/3 2p3,* 
we then get for  5000 G 
or 
for  
mJ = 114'2 AWH = il: 78 mK 
1/2 
*E' 
displacement fran the centroid. 
2 
1/2 
For the intermediate f i e ld  case for S 
A 
AWH s - 2 
AWH = I 
A 
2 
bW, = - 
I me 
I mP 
where g = -gI and g1 =: 
c 
CLI m 
A =  
I J  
( 21 -1.1) 
L48 (Millman, 1940 ) A is  given by 
36 
(78) 
where pI i s  the nuclear magnetic moment, 9, i s  the nuclear magneton, 
Wn = 5.0493 x ergs/gauss = 25.5 x lom3 mK/lOOO G. 
nunber of the Zeeman fine structure being sp l i t ,  + for 
J is  the guantuan 
2 
S1/2, 
A = 10 IIIK . 
For all other values we must use 
0 - mg'p H j :  - 2 8W 
= - 2(21+1) 1 O 2 21 4-1 
with 
for m = ((I-+),***(I++)). 
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For 5 kGp we then get 8 cmponents a t  the following displacements 
2 
% 
fram centroid, inmK, fo r  S 
255-9 
242.5 
228.4 
212.8 
-211.6 
-22891 
-243.2 
-257.6 a 
. Fjigure XIX gives the qwl i ta t ive  behavior of the hyperfine levels, 
and shows that each Zeeman fine structure cmpnent  fo r  
camgoaed of 4 hyperfine l iges.  
I 3 3/2, we expect each fine structure l i ne  t o  be cmposed of 4 hyper- 
Since sodiun has a nuclear spin of 
f ipe lines, equally intense. Two ways then are suggested t o  calculate 
the relative intensi t ies  of the 16 hf's D1 camponeats and the 24 hfs D2 
aanponents . 
One way t o  calculate these cross-sections would be t o  assign 
relative intensit ies for  each hfs emEssion from the zero f i e ld  case, and 
then keep track of each l i ne  as it shrbfts i n  the magnetic f ie ld ,  
crogs-sectjions w i l l  be the sums frm 16 and 24 transit ion probabilities, 
The 
Another way t o  calculate these cross-sections would be t o  look a t  *he 
5OOO G pattern and recognize tha t  these are four and s ix  Zeeman f ine  
structure transitions, each s p l i t  in to  four equally inte?aae hyperfine 
atructure l ines,  The relative i n k m i t i e s  of' each t ransi t ion then can 
be detemined by the relative intensity of each fine structure ccmponent. 
We can get the Zeeman f ine  structure relative intensi t ies  fram ths usual 
Zeman intensity rules: 
J J transit ion 
h = O  1 = 4 h  2 
= $1 I = 4A[(J+l)J - m(m 
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The 
grouping of 
j means of m 
transit ions 
J 4 J 1- 1 transitions 
b = O  I = 4B[(J  + 1)* - m2) 
good qwtm nmbers f o r  the above is m 
the Zeernan hfs l ines  into Zeeman f ine  structure l ines  is by 
as i n  Figure X I X ,  
i n  hand for 5000 G we can then work backwards for the lo00 G 
because the 9' 
With these relat ive intensi t ies  for the 
and 3000 C f i e ld  situations. 
t h i s  prof i le  obtained i n  the above manner w i l l  be cunpletely accurate, i n  
that  a t  1000 G a Paschen-Back pattern is  not obtained completely. 
For the 1000 G case we do not expect that 
The relative t ransi t ion strengths A and B can then be evalwted 
i n  the following manner, 
evaluated the value of the constant which takes the zero field relative 
intensi t ies  t o  the actual cross-sections, and w e  also have evaluated the 
t o t a l  area under the cross-section curve, 
takes the relative intensi t ies  fo r  the Paschen-Back case into the cross- 
section can be obtained by requiring the t o t a l  area under t h i s  curve 
equal the to t a l  cross-section f o r  the zero f i e l d  case, 
integrations are performed on the Dl and D2 camponents separately. 
cross-sections are shown i n  Figures XX-XXV, 
is  for  a temperature of 438°K. 
Fran the zero f ie ld  case we already have 
The appropriate constant which 
Each of these 
These 
The width of each transit ion 
Although w e  now know how the surface brightness of the Rayleigh 
scattered background changes throughout the day, and how t'ne transmission 
through the  Polaroid of the background changes due t o  the changing plane 
of polarization, we must also investigate the profile f o r  th i s  source t o  
find the amount of background absorbed a t  various phases of the operation, 
To take into account the profile for the Pramhofer lines, we w e  
I, = Io(d + b(Av)2) (84) 
where Iu then is  the  spectral radiance a t  wave ntmber w, Io is the 
continuum spectral radiance, without the Fraunhofer lines, and A, is  Che 
distance fram the centroid of  the almospheric resonance l ine.  
Donahue and S t u l l  (1959) giwt weighted averages of 
d 9 0,063 
D1 
b = 1.72 x lo-' (uK>"~ 
Dl 
b = 1.0'7 x (mK)"2 
D2 
taken fran Priestley's  data. 
The sane source gives expressions for  the s h i f t  of centroid of the 
Fraunhofer l ines  wikh  respect t o  the lab franc. 
la t i tude of Laurel Mountiain, that  the cent.roid w i l l  be displaced upward 
i n  energy by 25-'28 mK under daytime conditions during khe year by virtue 
of the earth's orb i ta l  motion, an8 t h e  Fraunhofer l ines w i l l  be decreascd 
by no more than 2 mK due t o  the earth 's  rotationalmotlon. 
These show a t  the 
Since the transmission of radiation through a distance p i s  given 
by exp(-k,p) where k, is the absorption coefficient a t  v, then 
I - exp(-k$) must be the radiation absorbed a t  v. 
tion, the  t o t a l  radiation absorbed w i l l  be 
For any given considera- 
where Iv w i l l  be the atmospheric sodim emission or Rayleigh background, 
and kv w i l l  be the absorbing prof i le ,  A I  was evaluated i n  intervals of 
one mK, and was numerically integrated by Simpson's rule. 
Fi r s t  for  the daytime sky, the following absorptions were 
calculated, per uni t  Io. Table V gives these values as a function of 
the parameter Q, which is the displacement of the Fraunhofer centroid. 
For the sodium absorption, 
AIv = Iv(l - e q ( - k p ) )  
was approximated by 
AI = I k d  v v v  
With the use of (86), w e  get 
D 
Dl 2 
9.14( -10) 34f33(- 9 )  
5.01( -10) 2*70(3 9 )  
4,49( -10) 1.08(- 9) 
2*18( -13) 3.89(-10) 
The actual depth of the sodiun vapor used for t h i s  calcula$ion is 
not important, but the value 2 crn w a s  used. 
tha t  fo r  the sodiun signal absorption the two channels are normalized 
separately Lo the nunber of photons i n  each channel, 
It is important t o  realize 
For the Rayleigh 
scattered background brightness D and D2 are both normalized t o  the 
continurn background brightness Io" 
f or the backgraund, 
1 
They need not be handled separately 
VI. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
)?hen the polarieation i s  measured directly w i t h  a polamid over 
the 1 Q h t  input am, the d&ta is d.ecmposed according t o  the following. 
tion fmm 
Dl) is  the counting rate  i n  the Dl channel a t  
the sodim signal and I, (D,> the counting rate  from, the RayLeigh 
f i e l i  conff.gwa- 
cx I 
scatkered background into the 9 channel a t  Q f ie ld  cornfiguration, 
The contribution t o  the coun%ing rate  equaZs the product 02' the 
relative absorption coefficient times the ernitted signal from the sodiw 
atcms and the scattered background, that  l a :  
The relative absorption coefficients are calculated directly frm 
[JdVX.v(l-e~(-~y CY a))] 
Di 
where the AIS are the A ' s  wh-n Xv'$ are the sodium mission profiles, 
and the 
 he /fi 1s are calcum-ied per wit in+ensity of 
' 6  are the B's when Iv's correspond t a  the Rayleigh sca%%ering, 
inc 
41 
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I n  de ta i l  the counting ra te  eqyations for  the four f i e l d  
conf3Lgwatlons of O,l, 3, and 5 thousand Gauss are 
where Iv is the soaim profiZe for  T E N O O K  i n  the Dl clzanneZ 
0 and kv is the s n d i m  profile for T = 438"K, H = 0, i n  the D1 
channel, given respectively i n  Figures XVIII and XIX. 
These relative coefficients, evaluated by a Simpsan integra- 
t ion with an integration of l m K ,  are as follows 
A2 Bl B2 
156.3 321.2 9.18 6.38 
161.2 159.3 18 e 94 14.8 
17.0 s o .  6 37 * 17 43.84 
1- 32( -e) 122.7 66.62 94.84 
For B1 and B2 the sh i f t  of the Fraunhofer solar l ines relative t o  the 
t e r r e s t r i a l  sodiun l ines  as a result of the  eartih's revolution and 
rotation used here was 24 mK, and the orientation of the electr ic  f i e ld  
of t@e incoming l igh t  was taken as 45" with respect t o  the axis of the 
magnetic field.  
It i s  desirable t o  use additional information, a l l  o f  which has 
been discusaed before, t o  simplify th i s  s e t  of equations. For the 
Raylei@ scattered l i gh t  we assme t h s t  the spectral radiancei I, Z 
neighborhood of the D l ines  i s  constant, and tha t  the polarization of' 
_ .  
these scatterings is  the same for  both channels. This allows ue;" t o  say 
For the sodiun signals we can write TN (D2) = fINa(Dl) where we can 
a 
explicit ly calculate f .  
nunber densities around 30 x 10 which give 't = .15 a t  $he D1 llne mrl 
For small optical depths, that  is fo r  ssditsn 
9 
T = .30 a t  the D2 line, the source function ~ T T I / ( T T F ~ ) ~ ~ / ; ;  Avn , 
i s  essentially l inear with T. For this  case, which w i l l  hold for  cases 
where the sun'$ path through the sodiup is  not too long, f = 
Evaluated without the Polaroid, we get f = 3.6. Fa- transmission of 
the unpolarized D1 l ine  through our model polaroid we get 6546, independent 
of the orientation of the plane of polarization. The D2 l i n e  is polarized 
as a function of the scattering angle, and w i l l  have a transmission through 
IN,( D2j 
INa(DI.1 
the polaroid dependent on the scattering angle and the orientation of the 
plane of polarization. 
The polarization of the D2 l ine  measures the excess number of 
photons with the electr ic  f i e l d  i n  the plane of polarization. Thus f o r  a 
polarization Y, we can consider the Dg l i ne  as a superposition of two 
beams, an unpolarized beam of strength (1-y), and a beem of strength y 
with the electr ic  f ie ld  i n  the plane of polarization. 
throu8h the Polaroid of tihe (1-y) i s  65 
beam w i l l  be a function of the orientation of the plane of sca.ttering 
with respect t o  the  axis o f  the polaroid. 
is inclined 45" t o  the east of the north when the Zeeman photameter i s  
The tranm-issjon 
however the transmission of the y 
The axis d the polaraid 
looking t o  the nor2;h. 
east of north, the projection onto the axis of the Polaroid w i l l  be 
cos(r  - 7). 
the aXiS of -9 and cz trernsmissfon of .4 through the pc&r&iid p w r m  eo %he 
Polaroid axin. 
Thus, for  a scattering plane inclined 1\ t o  the 
n Our model cal ls  f o r  the transmission through the polarsid along 
Since the plane of pol-arization is 90" from %he plane 
of sqattering, and the plane of polarizat$on is  t o  the vest i n  the 44 and 
tQ  the east i n  the PM, the transmission i n  the AM w i l l  
and i n  the IN we have 
The 8olar elevation i s  catal-ogued as a function of hours fro. local. noon. 
and i s  a:lna,ys positive. 
The point of this discussion i s  to investigate the transmission 
of the D2 l ine  relative t o  the D1 l ine .  The expressllon i s  given by 
45 
which normalizes the number of solar photons i n  the De channel t o  the 
nmber of photons i n  the D1 channel. 
These calculations of f can then be summarized i n  *he following 
We are interested i n  writing INa(D2) as a function 04 IN (Dl), 
This is accanplished by defining an 
manner. 
transmitted through the polaroid. 
effective transmission coefficlent for  an equivalent unpolarized Dg 
beam, defined i n  the following manner. 
a 
for the actual IN (D,) with a polarization defined by a 
wi th  the sun a t  a solar elevation 7 and scattering angle 8. We can 
(8'7) then write Io) = (A1 + fA2) CY I N ~ ( D ~ )  + + B2) a xu, 
for our four-field configurations, 
= (17.0 + f*290.6)1 (D1) + g*81.011~ 
=3 'a 
46 
In  these equations for  Ia, the g fo r  the Rayleigh scattered 
background is  analgous t o  the f for  the resonately scettered sodium. 
The g gives the percentage of Rayleigh scattered background transmitted 
through the Polaroid. 
Applying the new method t o  data frcxn 21 July 1968 yields 
Figure XXVXII. 
suppressed for  aL1 but one measurement because a l l  calculated Iw showed 
remarkable agreement. 
decrease i n  the later after afternoon hours. 
XXIX suggest a decrease in sodim atom density at six hours fran local 
noon t o  about 1/3 the nlnnber density a t  local noon. 
three hours from midday indieates no c’nange fran the midday value. 
The calczrlated I@, obtained from I and I5 has been 3 
The calculated IN, on the  figure show a marked 
CanparisOD with Figure 
The abundance a t  
When the polarization is  not directly measured, datrt is handled 
i n  a marmer described by Gadsden e t  a l .  (1966). 
XXVTI the calculated surface brightness and the measured surface 
brightness are shown. The pa rmi t i e  signal, I 
also are shown wi th  a calculated prof i le  of 1 
A t  the top of Figure 
as well as Io and f5000 
obtained from th i s  data. 
P9 
Ha 
The hot c e l l  reading To is decomposed i n  the following manmr, 
+ I, where I, i s  the Rayleigh scattered contribut%gm to the  Io = 1% 
zero f i e l d  signal. 
instrumental response t o  white l i g h t  when there i s  an insignificant 
contribution from I 
f ie ld ,  Ro/Rsooo can be e ed by observing direct ly  a t  the sun, The 
relative absokgtion coefficients gredibct Ro/R5000 c . 29, which compare6 
a 
This cmgonent is evakxited by measuring %he 
a t  5CaOOG as a function of the  response a t  zero 
Na 
favorably with the measwed value of ,26. on0 
- ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~  
Thus the calculated sodi ission pmfibe in 
then expectls 
3s 
(881 
given by 
I N a  = 1, - I, I, - 
Since I follows the expected I(,, profile P 
RO --..-. '5000 ' 
"5000 
more accurately through the day, 
1 
of polarization is  a t  45") and replaces 15000 i n  Equation (88). 
XXVIII gives the apparent emission rate  as a function of time from local 
noon f o r  21 July f o r  X = .15, T~ = ,115. 
6 hours from local. noon w i l l  droo t o  88$ of 4~r I  a t  local noon, ~Znere 
the data show a s l igh t  increase i n  IN,. This increase may be cawed 
by data scat ter  or the smoothing proPile applied t o  Ip awl IO. These 
data indicate essentially a constant sodium colmn density Chroughout 
t h i s  afternoon. 
is  normalized t o  15000 at  h 3 hours frm local noon (where the plane 
Figure 
P 
This  predicts that 4nI evaluated 
The analogous exercise f o r  data frm 27 January lg&, Figures XXX 
ani1 =I, using only the new method indicated that the rree atomlc sodiw 
number density a t  3 hours a f t e r  local noon has fallen t o  about 75% o f  its 
vaXue about local noon, 
noon on this date the solar zenith angle gets relatively large and 
increases rapidly. 
t h i s  day data was taken only w i t h  45" polarization SQ no direct  ccxnpari- 
son be*ween old and new reduction methods can be made. 
For times greater than tnree hours af te r  Local 
The shape of T ( t )  w i l l  not be the same as 4nI;(t), On 
Figure XXxfI shows the effect as a function of local t i m e  of 
different B's, the coefficient of aerosol scattering, fo r  26 July 1969 on 
the surface brightness and the transmission through a polayoid. 
XXXIII gives a th i rd  8 as well as the measured values from the monitor ~ ' G Y  
that  day. 
meawned values for the surface brightness fran the Rayleigh background. 
Fibwe 
Figure XXXIII shows great similarity between the predicted an4 
48 
Figure XXXIV shows the measured values for 26 ;Tuly 1969 needed t o  calccul.ate 
‘Na a 
Here the sodium abundance a t  three hours before local noon is  9 
value a t  local  noon, and a t  s ix  hours before local  noon is  57s of its 
local noon value. 
hours before local noon of 4 
by the old method, and shows the calculated IN values, 
T N s  method also predicts a minimun abundance a t  5% 
of i t s  midday value, 
Figure XXXV gives data taken on 26 July 1969 with a polaroid and 
allows direct  canparison w i t h  the old method, 
at; s ix  hours before local  nom i s  6746 the local  noon value, ccmpared w i t h  
a 57$ value by the previous method. 
value obtained was 9!2$ canpared w i t h  90$ of the midday value by the o ld  
method. The absolute m i n i m u n  abundance shmn by the new method is  much 
less pronounced than indicaGed by the previous method, and the tame of 
thatminimun is moved about +hour closer t o  local noon. 
profiles from three hours previous t o  local  noon t r o u g h  midday are quite 
similar for both methods, 
With the polaroid abundance 
The three hour before local  noon 
The intenskl;y 
Before concluding more attention must be given t o  the gurpose of 
t h i s  study and what these conclusions imply a b a t  the published l i t e r a -  
ture. Data analysis performed without a direct  measure of the pcrlzmfza- 
t i o n  is  plagued by ngt bowing exactly how t o  handle a rotating plane cf 
polarization. Since the TT and 0 transit ion probabilities contain cos Q 
2 and s i n  8 terms, changes i n  0 throughout the day can change the absorp- 
t ion  coefficients for T5000, where 8 is the angle between the plane of 
polarization of the incidenti radiation and any magpetic f ie ld  applied 
across the vapor. 
rather than 15000 because Ip was shown t o  follow the expected X,(t> more 
accurately than 15000. Further by normalizing Ip t o  I5090 for the plane 
2 
The method of Gadsden e t  al. (1966) was t o  use Ip 
of polarization a t  45', one expects 'fairly good results. 
thfs method was able t o  correct previous work which indicated an 
anomalous middayminimun i n  sodiun abundance. 
predicted by tha t  method was s t a t i s t i ca l ly  a r a t io  of about 1,31 for  the 
abundance a t  three hours a f t e r  local noon t o  three hours before local 
noon. 
For instance 
An interesting feature 
This new method i s  designed t o  handle the polarization directly. 
!he assunptlon used i n  this study was that a i l  polarization effects could 
be handled by simply varying the mount of signa transmitted through the 
polaroid as a function of the polarization of the incident bean;. All the 
light which was transmitted through the polaroid was considered t o  have 
the e lec t r ic  f i e ld  aligned a t  45" with respect t o  the axis of the xagnetic 
fPeld. 
transmitted through the mowitor polaroid. 
With %his metnod, Ip no longer trace$ the surface brSgbtnesa 
By looking a t  the pair  of equations I, and 15000, we see tha t  
both methods should give nearly the sane resul ts .  
I fla =(Io- 
BY + Bg 
is  simply the response a t  zero f i e ld  relative t c s  Vne response B 5 5  + B2 
1 
a t  5000G. 
this i s  the sane equation as IN = Io - I,, except we dQ not make the 
substitution of Ip for 15000. 
Since the bracketed term is  nothing more than a scale factor, 
a 
This method, however, can yield an abundance 
w i t h  cnly one colnpiete cycle; the old metbod requires several hours 02 
data, and should include data near three hows before or a f t e r  local 
noon. 
Further, by making a cmgosite of tbe three days fo r  which data 
are reported using the direct  measure of Cbe polarfzation, the sodium 
colunn abundance apgears t o  be essentially symetric, a t  l eas t  fo r  near 
mids-mer, about local noon when measured as a function of the midday 
abundance. 
value and this, abundasce grows t o  about 90s of i t s  midday value three 
haws fran local noon. 
abundance as a functian of midday abundance t o  be much more actiive, the 
value a t  three hours f r a  midday being abom b7$ the midday value. IT 
the source funetion of free atanlc sodk-an were dependent on the solar 
zeui*,$ angle, t h i s  is w-mt would be cxjected since the solar zenith angle 
of @" for 27 January a t  three hours fran: midday is  the same as the 
soLar zenith angle a t  about five hours fran midday on 26 July. 
The value a t  six hours fm midday is about 67% of i t s  noon 
The one day in January quoted here shows the 
What is i,ndicated by th i s  da+,a, but not cctnziueively skwn  
beca-we of the few days quoted, is  tha t  the abundance is symmetrric 
throughout the day about the midday, and the ra$e of change of the 
etbmdance changes throughout the year. Although the old method again 
shows an excess abundance a t  three hours a f t e r  local noon compared t o  the 
value three hours before local noon for  the July data, the new method 
shows no excess. 
APPENDIX A 
The evaluation of Eq. (41) i n  mwe de ta i l  follows below 
zlze appropriate coordinate system is sham i n  the Figure X 
The c i rc le  for  which the plane perpendicular t o  the sun's rays 
cut6 the earth's surface is defined by tan0, = tanTsin 
We then wan% t o  evaluate 
where 
which determines the prodection of the element of area i n  the direction 
of the sun. 
g, i s  tbe point a t  which the par&,a.Lel of lat!i.tude defined ky r\ 
intersects the great c i rc le  defined by e,. 
i n  the daytime 13, E - T T / ~ ?  a t  noon, 
which makes the integral  
52 
It i s  sufficient t o  consider the reflection for the  noon case 
because the scattering back into the layer i n  the daytime w i l l  be from 
that part of the earth's surface which i s  a t  noon. 
atmosphere begins t o  be screened by the earth's shadow, then t h i s  
approximation no longer holds; however, then the daytime analysis i s  
replaced by 4 twilight analysis, but 
As the lower 
w e  have 
sineo 
re { ( 2  + b2]h - b2)' - ( 2  + b3)) 
Two ways t o  calculate the azimuth and elevation of the sun as 
meawred a t  the point of observation. 
i f  rs i s  the radius vector t o  the sun frm the earth's center and r 
the radius vector t o  the point of obcervstion, 
The elevation will be given by 
_. 4 
where 
e = COS -1 ( C O S ~ ~ C O S ~ ~  + sinOLsinB,cosbtp) 
and the azimuth of' bearing 
53 
54 
which i s  measured fran the Soukh, West being positive, 
If we prefer t o  rotate coordinate systems, instead of iiaisg solid 
Getmetry, w e  can use the following equivalent relations 
-1 8 = cos (COS0 cases i- sinOLsinOScosAtp) L 
R’ = Rs( c o s ~ L c o s ~ s  + sin8LsinescosrpLcostp, 
I 
i- ~ i n ~ ~ s i n ~ s i n ~ ~ s i q ~ )  - ( c - 0 ~2 8, 
+ sin%Lcus%pL -I- s in  2 BLsin 2 q, = RscosO - RL 
R’ =D R ~ (  -cosessineL + coseLcos‘q;sin8scoscps 
2 
+ cosOLGinRsinOssinq,) - R,-( sinQLcoseLcos 2
+ sineLcoseLsin4pL . sineLcuseL) 
= Rs(cos6Lsip~scos&~ - cosessineL) 
- Qs AQ = wL 
45 
Ri, R' are respectively the x,y,z components of the difference 3 where R' 
'vector measured i n  the rotated coordinate system where 
I& = RL(l ,O,O) .  
1 R l  Azimuth = tan'l - 
E; 
-1 R; Elevation = cos - R I 
APPENDIX C. 
The optical scaktering coefficient Q i s  given by cgx 
i@ a bQXik 
using the Rayleigh scattering cross section 
2 2 = % ( ~ x - 1 ) ~  (I + cos co) n and uh are molecular density 
and refractive index of the air, 
n ~ 4  
Adjusting for the polarization defect (Uawson, 1941, yields 
the correct cross-section 
TABLE I. 
W( T)*  
9.70 (-2) 
1.78 (-1) 
4.22 (-1) 
6 ~ 6  (-I) 
8.65 (-1) 
1.18 
1.40 
1.58 
1.83 
2.00 
2.44 
2972 
7 
*W(I) = S, dT'T/T) 
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L a t ,  23.5'N 
June 19 
Juve 26 
8 8  
k O  
4-tc 
cnrl k a  
S Q  
82  
6.0 
5.5 
5.0 
4v5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.J 5 
2.0 
l e 5  
:L,O 
0 . 5  
0.0 
in 
m 
8 
8 
. I4  
k 
F9 
108.9 
114.1 
119 * 7 
126.7 
1354 2 
137.8 
139.2 
140. k 
141.3 
142.0 
142.5 
142.8 
142.9 633 
TABLE XI. 
B = 0.0126/ron 
* iP 
,761 
,786 
,806 
.@24 
* 039 
,846 
e 850 
0853 
.856 
,858 
859 
.860 
.8Go 
3 
-2 
.3 
'71.7 
76.0 
80.3 
84.8 
89.4 
85.6 
80.0 
73.5 
65.6 
55.4 
41.6 
23.0 
2) 
.d 
b-I 
Q a r  
@ r f  . P m  as! 
04 
52 
91*9 
85.1 
78.3 
71.. 6 
64.9 
63.7 
03.2 
62,8 
52.4 
32.1 
Gl. g 
61.8 
61.7 
59 
Lat. 0 " N  
March 21 
September 23 
v) 
111 
a, E 
3 
4 
k 
FQ 
83.2 
1~3.6 
111.1 
1L4.8 
117.0 
118.5 
119.5 
120.2 
120.7 
121.0 
121.2 
121.3 
TABLE IIIo 
B = 0.01.26/'1~ 
i3 
.d 
P 
a, 
4 w 
2- 
cqlculation Tails for th i s  hour 
,408 ,653 85,i 84,3 89.4 ,P.@ 
,448 ,736 80.2 78.6 88.8 . igz 
,490 ,772 75.0 73.0 88.2 *169 
.530 .792 69.6 67.5 87.6 ,157 
.566 .804 63.7 62.3 8 7 J  ,150 
.595 . 8 ~ 2  57.2 57.3 86.6 .14ts 
,619 .818 50.0 52.7 86.2 .144 
.637 .82g 41.8 48.6 85.8 .142 
.650 ,825 32.7 45.1 85.5 .I41 
.658 .827 22.6 42.4 85.3 +Ao 
A62 .828 11.5 441.7 85.2 ,140 
,663 ,828 40.2 85.2 .140 
60 
5a-L;. 5.2"s 
October 31 
February 11 
EM crts 
m l - i  
k a  
El 
6.0 
5.5 
5.0 
4.5 
4,O 
3 1  5 
3.0 
2 e 5  
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
94 5 
0.0 
v1 m s 
& 
8 3  
.rl 
77.4 
102.3 
110 7 
114.6 
116.8 
118.2 
119.0 
119.6 
119 9 
120.1 
19.2 
TABLE IV. 
fl = 0*0126/lrm 
Calculation gives negatjive % 
Calaylation gives negative B 
,406 
.441 
.481 
* 517 
549 
* 575 
596 
,612 
.623 
629 
,631 
633 
* 728 
.766 
787 
* 800 
.Bo8 
.813 
,817 
,819 
* 821 
,821 
72.7 
67.6 
62.2 
56.5 
50.2 
43* 3 
35.9 
279 7 
18.9 
9.6 
85.2 
79.8 
74.6 
69.7 
65.1 
@*9 
57.2 
?4*2 
52.0 
50.5 
50.1 
2- 
. a2 
.214 
, la'( 
.172 
,163 
156 
.152 
.149 
,146 
.146 
,145 
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